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about it that seems to you not exactly like the Sixth Lady, you
must say so, and he will get the artist to correct it."
"This seems to me very unnecessary/' the Moon Lady said.
"We do not know where the dead woman has gone. What
need was there to have a portrait painted?"
"And where are the children to kotow before it?" Golden
Lotus said. "I suppose, when all six of us are dead, he will
have six portraits made."
Tower of Jade and Picture of Grace examined the picture.
"Mother," they said, "it looks bright and life-like, but the
lips seem rather flat."
"Yes," said the Moon Lady, looking at it, "and the left
side of her brow is not quite high enough. Her eyebrows were
more curved. But how could the man draw such a picture
when he had only glanced at her dead body?"
"He saw the Sixth Lady at the temple once and he has
drawn her chiefly from memory," Tai An told them.
Then Wang Ching came and asked the ladies if they had
done with the portrait: his master wished to have it back.
"Master Ch'iao has come," the boy^aid, "and he is anxious
to see it."
Tai An took the picture back to the outer court and told
the artist that the ladies thought the lips too flat and the eye-
brows not sufficiently arched. They thought, too, that the left
side of the forehead was not high enough. Han said: "I can
easily put that right." He took his brush and corrected the
sketch. Then he showed it to Master Ch'iao.
"A fine portrait!" Ch'iao said. "It only lacks breath."
Hsi-mfen Ch'ing was perfectly satisfied. He offered the
artist three cups of wine, and entertained him. Then he gave
him a roll of silk and ten taels of silver, telling him to finish
the half-length portrait first, because he wished to put that
up at once, and to complete the larger one in time for the
funeral. Both were to be painted in green with ceremonial
head-dress and robes. They were to be on silk and the rollers
were to have ivory ends. The artist took the silver and told
his boy to bring his things. Then he went away.
Master Ch'iao and the others went to look at the coffin.
It was now finished. "I suppose that the informal ceremony
of encoffining will take place to-day?" he said.

